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Curry to speak at Fairfield's 50th commencement
Public Relations Press Release

FAIRFIELD, Conn. - Brother Rick
Curry, S.J., Ph.D., founder and artistic
director of the National Theatre Workshop of the Handicapped (NTWH) will
be the speaker at Fairfield University's
50th commencement on Sunday, May
21 at 10 a.m., and will receive an honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters.
Other honorary degree recipients of
Doctor of Lawswill be the Most Rev.
Samuel E. Carter, S.J., Archbishop
Emeritus of Kingston; Colin G.
Campbell, president of the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund and former president of
Wesleyan University; and Dennis D.
Dammerman, vice chairman of the
board and executive officer of General
Electric Company and a member of the
Corporate Executive Office,
Brother Curry, who was born without a right hand and forearm, was profiled this past year-by CBS 60 Minutes
for his groundbreaking work with
people with disabilities. He entered the
Jesuits in 1961 and founded NTWH
in 1977. Two years ago, the Theatre
Workshop opened the first-ever residential facility of the arts for persons
with disabilities in Belfast, Maine.
NTWH has received the support of two
international grants from the National
Endowment for the Arts.
In 1995, Harper-Collins published
Brother Curry's book, "The Secrets of

Jesuit Breadmaking," with all royalties a master's degree in theatre from
from the book donated to the Theatre Villanova University. He has been an
Workshop. Last November, the NTWH observer for the National Theatre of the
Belson Bakery opened in Maine, supply- Deaf, worked with the BBC in London,
ing specialty breads under the label of and was a speaker at the First Interna"Brother
tional SymCurry's
posium on
Breads" to
Disability
customers
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program that
with the
focuses on
Distinguished Service Award of the sustainable resource use. Among the arPresident's Committee on Employment eas he oversees for the Fund are global
of People with Disabilities. He and the security, the health and vitality of the
Theatre Workshop have received exten- nonprofit sector, the number and qual-.
sive coverage in 77ie New York Times, ity of minority teachers and early childThe New Yorker, People Magazine, Good hood education in public schools, basic
Morning America, CBS This Morning, education of children and adults in South
WABC-TV and National Public Radio. Africa, research and education in the
Brother Curry holds a doctorate in field of human health, undergraduate
theatre from New York University and
education in the liberal arts and sciences.
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enhancing the understanding of arts
and culture and strengthening civil society in New York City.
The Most Rev. Samuel E. Carter,
S.J., was the first Jamaican to be made
a Roman Catholic Bishop. Born in St.
Andrew, Jamaica, he attended St.
Aloysius Boys' School and St. Simon's
College. He taught Latin for two years
and was a civil servant in the Treasury
Department for three years, before entering the Jesuit Novitiate,
Shadowbrook, in Lenox, Mass.
Bishop Carter was ordained a priest
in 1954 by Richard Cardinal Cushing,
Archbishop of Boston. He earned a
master's degree in philosophy and a licentiate in sacred theology at Weston
College and a master's degree in social work from Boston College. In
1958 he returned to Jamaica to serve
as an assistant parish priest and master
of ceremonies at Holy Trinity Cathedral Parish.
Dennis D. Dammerman is vice
chairman of the Board and executive
officer of GE, and a member of the
Corporate Executive Office. He is also
chairman and chief executive officer
of GE Capital Services. He was elected
to these positions in December 1998.
Mr. Dammerman had been senior
vice president of finance and chief financial officer of General Electric
Company since March 1984. He was
elected to the Board of Directors of GE
in December 1994, and has been a director of GE Capital Services for 14
years.
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MOST LIKELY TO....
Rapidly expand annually: Pat
Slocum
Sell Out: Jaime Kondrat
Curse when meeting your parents:
Dave Klein
Not shower alone: Pat Slocum
Not screw his hot friends: Pat
Slocum
Cry tears of joy when one of his
Philly teams wins a championship:
Joe DeCamera
Go to the Grape for the first time
alumni weekend: Matt Dykas
Be pale: Pat Slocum
Get slapped over and over again:
Tom Mercurio
Go in the water with his T-shirt on:
Pat Slocum
Promise in a tv legal commercial that
he won't get his money until you get
yours: Rob Baker
Hand his head and curse at you while
drunk: Pat Boyle
Take a nap on the office couch: Pat
Slocum
Treat a girl the right way: Brad
Segall
Grow another foot and shoot 3
pointer: John Lesnik
Call Baker in 10 years to help fix her
car: Andrea Canestro
Be a plus size Abercrombie & Fitch
Model: Pat Slocum
Say 'Cheers!' every time he sees you:
Jaime Kondrat
Elope with Leddy: Pat Slocum
Not come home for two days: Jaime
Kondrat
Have his beard confused with dirt:
Kevin Karl
Hook up in public: John Frissora
Videotape his friends getting it on:
Matt Bizzarro
Not get it on himself: Matt Bizzarro
Divorce his wife so he can talk to
Vicki on the telephone: Pat Slocum
Marry Vicki: Pat Slocum
Hook up and then say "Oh Shit!":
Drew Luthern
Never settle down: Dan Murphy
Be a body double for Christopher
Walden: Bob Sheils
Get bled on: Drew Luthern
Spend his money on single use items:
Kevin Crean
Open up a Chinese restaurant and
date the chef: John Coakley
Have his nostrils pulled over his
head: Jaime Kondrat
Have sex so good he never comes
home: Jaime Kondrat
Find a lucky girl: Mike Seabrooks
Love a Chicken: Matt Bizzarro
Wear a leather mask with a zipper
mouth: Matt Bizzarro
Let the rabbit crap in the living room:
Nookie Crean
Be white trash at the Grape: The
Lighthouse
Wear sweatpants to his wedding:
Matt Bizzarro
Throw a party at the Tool Box: The
Bunny
Moonlight as a Pizza Boy: Pat
Slocum
Buy shots for the whole bar with
your money: Jaime Kondrat
Padlock his cubicle at the office:
Kevin Karl
Bring a group of sophomore girls to
buy beer: Joe DeCamera
Be on vacation and still be stressed
out: Matt Dykas
Get bit by a lion fish in Philly: Liz
Petitas
Show what it means to have a big
hear: Zahra Setiti
Kiss Mark Messier's ass: Brad
Segall
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Say the same thing over and over and
over and over again: Jaime Kondrat
Get his butt kicked at Graduation:
John Frissora
-Have three beers and become 6'5"
2801bs: Kevin Karl
Have thirty beers and become 6'5"
2801bs: Brian Williams
Bring a pig to the attic: Jared Scotto
Be called Sherman at the office:
Sherman Schlichting
Be president of the PTA: Jerry
Schlichting
Want to spill his guts but regretably
retreat: Joe DeCamera
Study the hardest for an accounting
test and still fail: Jerry Schlichting
Keep in touch with freshman after
graduation: Jared Scotto
Spend Alumni Weekend in Claver:
Jared Scotto
Be Chyra's little bitch: Pat Boyle
Hide from immigration: Hans
Meurer
Have a Poo-sy face: Adam Troupe
Sniff cheese: Mike Rissetto
Talk the talk: Liam Kelly
Lecture his friends: ODIE
Become multi lingual: Tim Betzala
Rise and shine: Rob Stano
Be the co-star of tool time: Kathleen
Polansky
Host our 50th reunion at Block Island:
Amy Dodge
Make something in the blender:
Kathleen O'Conner
Head banning: Matt Brunelli
Believe anything you say: Katie
Belden
Become a wine conisseur: Chrissy
Destefano
Still be dieting at his ten-year reunion:
Jared Scotto
Have a tag-team gone wrong: Jaime
Kondrat and Jared Scotto
Be a faithful husband: Kevin Karl
Not be in shape to run the calzone at
Spam Jam: Pat Slocum
Date a bi-sexual for a few months and
not know it: Jerry Schlichting
Hook up with the bi-sexual after he
found out that she was a bi-sexual:
Jared Scotto
Have Junior Varsity Blues: Jerry
Schlichting
Bring hot fudge, whipped cream and
cherries wherever he goes: Tom
Fugiel
Say that he can't feel his legs after one
drink: Jamie Pomponi
Wear Samba Classics at his thirty-year
reunion: Jerry Schlichting
Walk into his boss' office and say:
"Where my dogs at bitch?!!": Kevin
Karl
Savor every bite of a cold egg roll or
burrito: Pat Slocum
Get drunk and eat cheese: Jared
Scotto
Get mad when his friends lick ketchup
off his girlfriend: Jaime Kondrat
Go to the attic with your girlfriend:
Jared Scotto
Not hear a word you say: Pat Slocum
Pay you tomorrow: Kevin Karl
Be a bad ass but play tennis: Kevin
Karl
Give his paychecks right to the
Indians: Nookie Crean
Have more hair on his shoulders than
his head: Ray Mansolino
Tip over: John Frissora
Catch him: Tracy Boyd
Go home with a boy named Kevin:
Kate Raedel
Do a shot of CK one: Jared Scotto
Crown the royal princess: Jamie
Pomponi
Watch "Freaks and Geeks": Tom
Fugiel
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Senior year
Boos
Cheers
...to spring break 2000 in the Bahamas... to FU
Softball- 4 years... to FU women's rugby... to
Margaritaville... to the green light... to Illinois
spring break boys... to getting into grad school...
to prepaid drinking events... to the best dance
ensemble show in four years... to the kitchen
table crew... to the ATM at the Grape... to
cooler... to Sam Adams... to Mrs. Clark... to
village bagel... to the lighthouse... to the mock
> wedding... to never having to organize an event
again... to the naut nazi... to cider jack... to random hook-ups... to lovey eyes... to Tracy at the
back bar... to spring break in Jamaica... to palm
trees... to stealing bar lights. ..to spring break in
SPI... to Dolan Days- friends forever...to going to Vegas...to Stacey finally claiming her
sweatshirt...to Banks beer... to being drunk 24/
7 on spring break... to living at the beach... to
women's rugby... to not swimming anymore...
to rugby drink ups... to spring break 2000... to
Barbados... to fishbowl girls... to watching pom
on Friday nights... to not coming in last at the
Keg Races... to the queen of Asia and Queen
of Europe Naut... to getting into the 29th law
school in the nation... to harbor lights in Barbados... to Jolly Roger booze cruise... to Florence 1999... to Romping... to Baseball players... to over achievers... to being fun... to best
friends forever...to Special D before he was
DP... to Jeniffer... to Haley and Caitlin...to
Daytona Beach wet t-shirt contests... to the
return of the townhouse party... to TH 64 and
original jello shots... to knowing who your real
friends are... to Mexico... to Deja vu... to studying abroad- London and Mexico... to LL Cool
J... to Wyclef... to Salsa dancers... to Levee Salsa
parties... to Clam Jam... to football... to TEAM
keep the mission alive... to Dr. Ryan and Dr.
Campos... to Dr. Rakowitz... to DJ Jermaine...
to DePauw conference- Molly, Erica, Fran,
Haley, and Jen... to TH 133... to Spitting distance... to South Padre Baby... to the Grape...
to nice weather... to cafe food... to 9 bagels... to
fruit loops... to the guys at the Bahia Mar... to
I^aura- we miss you...to the fab four... to 400
nights... to clam jam '99... to the luau- Rude...
to falling off the sea wall... to dancing at the
Vatican... to the Grape xmas party... to tae bo
debbie... to the bahhhhhhia marrr... to stew
leonards... to a great year for the Money Pit
Big Pole, and Baked Potato... to my wonderful housemates at the Lighthouse...to Dolan
244... to coed naked girls dup... to girls cross
country... to living with an ocean view...to
Claver 4, "it's better on top"... to shooting star
at Cheesy's house... to Dolan's French maid
caper- no candy until she's returned...to hello,
mistabee-ah... to "listen girls, I'm not looking
for any Nookie... to white rice and curly fries
in the toilet. ..to Claver's quiet study lounge and
red ants... to the 70s party at the sandbar and
not regretting it... to strip poker and massage
sessions... to double dipping... to clinical being
over... to no more classes... to BFNH's Thursday night parties... to causing havo... to dinners at the sandtrap... to 4th of July parties... to
dinner at splash... to trip to ad head city... to
Thursday night at the Grape after anatomy... to
the arizona flats bet... to ST and KC for being
so wonderful-1 love you guys... to hot fudge,
whipped cream, and cherries... to the main
members of the RA cult... to the rave shopping
adventures... to mouth glow sticks... tochichis...
to the onion alley engagement dinner... to
homemade margaritas... to free motorcycle
rides at the Grape... to celebrating 21st bdays
at the Grape... to pranking... to mom and dad...
to graduating in the millenium... to this column being back... to staten island/bronx boys
on Jogues 1... to fine wine and good friends...
to the regulars at Al's... to the elites... to the gogetter at the Red Bam... to Let's get it on... to
FU... to late nights at Penny's Diner... to Dave
and Busters... to Angels and Devils... to late
night mac and cheese... to water fihts in front
14 block... wiffle ball during the hurricane... to
muddy t-shirts in the hurricane on hot guys...
pimp and ho party- 142... parrot bay R&R...
Zoo in the Bahamas... to late night giggle fest...
to happy meals toys... to the asshole hat...
Bazaro world... to Forest form Jennay... toRA
world on spring break... to Saturday morning
cartoons... painting beirut losers faces with lipstick... Appalachia volunteer corps... to
Kentucky...to Patrick- here's your cheese... to
Stew Leonards... to Gonzaga Hall's Res Life
staff... to Camp High Rock... Global Outreach

... to being a liberal arts student... to class ■
couples breaking up... to saying goodbye... ■
to saying goodbye to underclassmen and —
friends... to leaving things behind- we will"*
miss you... to puking at Pizza Works... to I
chicken ROTI... to cross dressing^
housemates with squeaky voices... to ourB
last clam jam... to paying bills... to registra- ■
tion... to faculty secretaries in the SOB... to E
not having toilet paper... to juniors at the B
Grape... to sophomores at the naut... to se-1
nior guys hooking up with freshmen... to(
second path boys for not cleaning up the ■
path... to people who steal beruit tables and _
Christmas lights... to parking at the beach... ™
to the mailroom... to guidos named Jack... ■
to chores... to the Green Turtle... to $3501
gas bill... to girls wearing boys clothes... to ■
working out... to the porch... to underachiev- ■
ers... to no hot water in Jan... to shady —
birds...to not being Tun...to juniors at the'
mock wedding and seniors being denied I
tickets... to no more spam jam... to going |
into the real world... to no more summers ■
off... to squeaky beds... to having your™
friends live all over the country... to boys_
who want you to not leave them hanging... B
to having to find a job and be a grown up... I
to the underwear thief... to underclassmen |
at the naut... to a football player who stole ■
our kegs... to leaving underwear in our™
sink... to our landlord... to DJ Buca... tohav- 5
ing boyfriends who don't go to Fairfield... B
to your whole house having boyfriends ex-1
cept for you... to having stupid friends.... to ■
the boys on the Bahia Mar bus... to Mr. ■
Clean... to leaving our friends... to JJ... to —
groups projects... to realizing what we have ■
too late... to baby boy nate... to amber... toB
the guid... to the devil... to her... to psycho B;
freshman roommates... to registration... toB
having no job and still interviewing... to the ■
gym... to that damn jacket... to dwindling _
bank accounts!., to bills... to the spice girl™
in our tae bo class... to stalkers... to typical I
Fairfield girls...to back middle... to the(
school of Nursing... to forgetting your ID"
in Boston... to showers leaking... to the boys _
renaming our house... to the sophomore?
slump... to getting more work than ever... B
to the lack of quality beach parties... to the I
weird weather... to the lack of sunshine all
FU... to making mistakes with friends... tOH
waiting for cabbies to go back to the "U"...to —
the collection of agencies hunting down "■
your housemate... to teachers who think se- B
niors still care about class... to thinking how |
hard it is to meet men after college... loH
double carding at the Grape with 2 weeks m
left of school... to having to look up the num- _
ber of Fairfield Cab... to having to take Fair- B
field Cab... to paying your own bills- onB
time... to missing the recycling day for the H
third week in a row... to returning fromB
spring break without a tan... to experienc- ■
ing the construction but never being a part 5
of the finished product... to the skunk breath B
you have after spending a night at ClubB
Med... to puking in the hot pot...to having |
to pee all the way home from NYC... tog
busted keg parties in 144... to men suck —
cakes... to stolen blow up dolls and boas...'
graduating and leaving your friends to en- fl
ter a scary real world., to finding cases of |
skunked beer... Barzaro World... to gradu-B
ating and leaving the underclassmen... toa
freezing on the way home from the METS _
game..to walls covered with champagne ie ■
Phil... to stinking garbage 142... digging!
through a dumpster for champagne bottles... |
to notes and invisible glass... to parting with ■
boyfriends after spending every day with m
them... to never having enough time for any- ?
thing... to Fairfield U needing to be open to B
new ideas... to students not participating in |
the activities that other students put time and H
effort into... to students only wanting to»
drink... to shallow people who are unable —
to look past appearances...to the love affair ~
between Jen and the captain... to the troll... B
to "where are my keys guys... to Jow forB,
writng penis on every girl's arm on Satur- ■
day... to Jen the buzzkill- thanks for the«
memories. ..to being a students and a teacher _
at the same time... to the FU education de- B
partment... to never expressing what youB
really feel or want... to our last Clam Jam B
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Welcome to the Alumni Association
DON'T WORRY...
You're Not Alone!
MMhMuwQubPmMiBjwam.
Baltimore/Washington, D.C.
Peter Costello '84
(202) 484-4668
petesea@ix. netcom.com
Boston
Martin MacDonnell '89
(617)832-8234
mmacdonnel@boston_partners.com
Brendan Downey '92

(617)498-4327

New Haven

KEEP IN TOUGH

Steven Diaz '76
(203) 225-0335 x. 307
sdiaz@glogtech.com
David Vegliante '83
(203) 575-2657

If you move, change jobs, etc...
let us know!
E-mail: fualumni@faipliaipfield.edu
Phone: (20312544280

New Jersey
Chris Steger '92
(732)826-1396
fustags92@yahoo.com

brendan.g.downey@grace.com
Chicago
Matt Geraghty '96
(312)621-6384
gfunke_99@yahoo.com
Jim O'Connor '98
(773) 774-6224
jimoconnor76@iname.com
Fairfield County
JeffWacker'93
(203)316-7370
jefferywacker@gecapital.com
Kimberly Holmes '99
(203) 849-0929
kh61577@aolcom
Hartford
B. Maxwell O'Meara '52
(860) 658-2311

New York
Jennifer Abate '94

(212)632-6726
jennifer.abate@lazard.com

Philadelphia

Surfing the Web? Don't forget:

Jeanne Beckham '92
(610)876-2024
jeanne.beckham@astramerck.com

www.fairfield.edu

San Francisco
Gary Ramoso '94
(408) 222-7145
gary_ramoso@yahoo.com

»•" Your First Homecoming! \

•.. October 28, 2000 .•'

South Florida
Denise & Richard Heagen '83
(561)495-3802

•
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Thursday, April 27, 2000
MOST LIKELY TO...
Control the radio in everyone's car to
hot 97: RashadFord
Go to a 'funny' massage parlor:
Jared Scotto
Have sex with his head in the ceiling:
Jared Scotto
Be not just the president but also a
client: Matt Bizzarro or Sherman
Schlichting
Weigh less then most of Drew's hook
ups: Jaime Kondrat
Share Geraldine: The Tool Box
See the sun rise with his friend
Schaefer: Kevin Francis Crean
Have a friend that looks like Side
Show Bob: Nookie Crean
Be a garbageman: Brian Williams
Brush a girl's hair: Drew Luthern
Mistake a keg for a toilet: Kevin
Francis Crean
Have her diet consisting of coco
puffs: Kaylin Curran
Take pleasure at someone else's
expense: Tom Fugiel
Pass out on Tom's floor and still
know how many days until she visits
Pat: Kaylin Curran
Take a dump on the roof: Jaime
Kondrat
Throw a party and not know a damn
person in the house: The Tool Box
Not throw a party: The Bunny
Piss out the front door: Jaime
Kondrat
Look like Austin Powers when he
takes off his shirt: Jerry Schlichting
To quit socks: Kevin Crean
Be waiting on the couch at the Tool
Box at 4 AM: Kate Raedel
Steal some chick's panties: Matt
Bizzarro and Drew Luthern
Be a close talker: Ryan Herlihy
Use a beach towel in the bathroom:
Pat Slocum
Travel through Europe with two trash
bags and a ziplock baggie: Nookie
Crean
Secretly dye his hair blonde: Kevin
Karl
Not shower before our Graduation
ceremony: John Coakley
Sleep with the fishes: Brian Williams and Matt Bizzarro
Drink wine and be belligerent: Jim
Tabery
Spend the rest of his life in New
Jersey: John Frissora
Be demoted to dishwasher: Jared
Scotto
Go from zero to bitch in 5 seconds:
Kaylin Curran
Clip coupons: Kevin Karl
Crash and burn: Jared Scotto
Be placed in a straightjacket: Jim
Tabery
Fall off the top bunk, relieve himself,
and vomit in his roommates bed in
one move: Kevin Crean
Mistake a dresser for a toilet: Ray
Mansolino
Kill an awkward silence by striking a
pose: Kaylin Curran
Bring his own life preserver on a
plane: Jamie Pomponi
Lie and convince himself it's the
truth: Wes Matthews
Be a stalker: Wes Matthews
Make a very long distance relationship work: Kaylin Curran
Pick his girl friends by massage
techniques: Rashad Ford
Wear everyone's clothes but her
own: Lindsay DuBois
Get touchy feely with his guy friends:
Wes Matthews
Be a migrant worker: Wes
Matthews
Go to the zoo: Jim Petrocelli
Go with him: Kristy Sayre
Light up your life: Nicole Sarofeen
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Hook up on a pool table: Matt
Bizzarro
Keep smilin: Jerry Schlichting
Wish he was Keith Nargi: Drew
Luthern
Forget college is about having fun:
Kristy Sayre
Forget he went to college: Tim
Norton
Have trouble wearing the pants in the
family: Jim Petrocelli
Be shady: Wes Matthews
Land a part as a young Chewbacca in
the next Star Wars movie: Ray
Mansolino
Cry at graduation: Mark Timperio
Win a hair gel contest: The G-Spot
Bond while dying their hair the same
color blonde: The G-Spot
Do nothing for Fairfield but intramural
sports: The G-Spot
Not hook up with her friends: Melissa
Maundrell
Give out his business card at parties:
Mike Mahoney
To knock Jared onto a pool table:
Brian Williams
Fall down the bleachers at the L.L.
Cool J. concert: Lisa Martinelli
Cripple a girl's mind: Jim Tabery
Not hook up with Jared Scotto:
Lauren Trifilletti
t
Get tangled with his girlfriend: Drew
Luthern
Lose his hand in his own drawers:
Ray Mansolino
Ruin the 'good' reputation of the Tool
Box: Jim D'Arcy
Lock out their own housemates: The
Bunny
Call Teesha @ 4 AM: Nookie Crean
Get a townies' digits at Al's: Nookie
Crean
Own a constuction/destruction
company: Tim Doering
Bring up every mistake you've ever
made: Mitch Sollenburger
Never attend a university function:
Jeff Pond
Set himself on fire: Hercules Jones
Set Bern on fire: Dave Klein
Be banned from every room in the
girls dup: Hercules Jones
Eat 4 chicken turnovers in one sitting:
Mitch Sollenburger
Have a permanent bar stool at sidetracks: Kevin Piasecki
Own a buds and suds laundry: Kevin
Piasecki
Wait until graduation to change
majors: Courtney fleming
Be committed to an insane asylum for
sleep deprivation and caffeine addiction: Courtney Fleming
Become a professonal bowler:
Lauren Walkiewicz
Be seen on campus: Tim Doering
Date a senior citizen: Kevin Piasecki
Know his role: Dave Catelotti
Never break up with her ex boyfriend:
Courtney Fleming
Have Chinese ancestors: Mike Pipala
Move 5times faster than everyone else:
Mike Pipala
Pick up a 50 year-old: Nookie Crean
Justify hooking-up with a High School
girl: Kevin Francis Crean
Defend Bill Buckner: Kevin Crean
Wear a size 9 hat: John Frissora
Graduate from college and still build
roads and walls: John Frissora and
Jim Petrocelli
Get stalked by another girl: Karen
McGuire
Watch kiddie porn: Drew Luthern
Practice the moves: Jerry Schlichting
Bring home a transvestite: John
Coakley
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Know the sketchiest people in
Fairfield: Courtney Fleming
Wear his girlfriend's panties: Wes
Matthews
Criticize a hook-up before it happens: Kevin Karl
Hook-up with a girl named Lisa:
Drew Luthern, Matt Bizzarro,
Jaime Kondrat, Jimbo
Share a girl named dog-face and be
happy about it: Jared Scotto and
Drew Luthern
Hook-up with a girl named Kate:
Kevin Crean, Jerry Schlichting,
Jim Petrocelli, Ray Mansolino
Be cut-off by his bookie: Kevin
Crean
Hook-up with Hush's sister: Tom
Lupusznick
Scream "de PLANE de PLANE!":
Rory Murray
Be a dork: Alex Barnett
Be taped hooking up: Courtney
Fratar
Wake a guy up to not put out:
Shanon Tighe
Live on a dude ranch: Andrea
Keating
Be a senior: Matt Powers
Still be paying for the Dolan elevator: Mitch Sollenberg
Get beat up by his own foot: Kevin
Piasecki
Date an entire army at the same time:
Erica Perez
Sing in the Shower at 7am: Mitch
Sollenberg
Beat up an umpire: Paul Macchio
Lose her head if it wasn't attached:
Karen McGuire
Date a minor: Dave Catelotti
Produce generation "Girls Dup":
Girls Dup
Eat: Jim Brett
Wrap her kids in bubble wrap: Erica
Barrett
Be AOL's most valuable customer:
Michelle Mezic
Become a lounge singer: Meg
Leonard
Keep the entire country awake with
his snore: Hercules Jones
Never come home from work:
Courtney Fleming
Be arrested for biking while intoxicated: Kevin Piasecki
Open her own Dunkin Donuts: Pat
Flinn
Be inspired to work for STS Travel:
Melissa Rosenblatt
Threaten your life: Lisa Martinelli
Enter a pie eating contest: Maggie
Gallin
Go through TV withdrawal when she
gets a real job: Amy Dodge
Stay the same weight her entire life:
Pat Boyle
Be in a public place when she hooks
up: Melissa Rosenblatt
Get sprayed by a skunk: Club Med
Write a paper while highly intoxicated: Julie Mente
Lose their shirts to random guys at
the Sea Grape: Julie Mente and
Deirdre Whorton
Throw up all over the Campion 2
bathroom: Lisa Martinelli
Go into a despressive state when
90210 goes off the air: The Jetty
Take the Firehouse salad bar with her
when she leaves FU: Maggie Gallin
SMASH: Pat Boyle
Be late for his own funeral: Michael
Rissetto
Be excused for anything he does
because "He's Dutch": Hans
Meurer
Run out of gas and buy a new car:
Adam Troupe
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Bean Abercrombie model: Matt
Brunelli
Sleep comfortably on a toilet: Tim
Betzala
Make friends wherever she goes:
Robyn Boccadure
Tape every Monkey's episode: Susan
Mezo
Spend everyday watching "The
Wonder Years" marathon: Kaylin
Curran and Kailen Pirro
Fall asleep the minute a book opens:
Sabrina Tropeano
Buy a lemon from a used car salesman:
Nikki Pilek
Cook on George every night of the
week: Tom Fugiel, Rashad Ford,
Jamis Papponi
Sit for hours in the caf: Sabrina
Tropeano, Nikkie Pilek, Kaylin
Curran
Be "Red Heather": Sabrina Tropeano
Dance with a pole: Sabrina Tropeano
Start a law firm: Kaylin Curran and
Kailen Pirro
Say "10 more minutes" when the
alarm goes off: Robyn Boccadure
Know every useless fact there is:
Susan Mezo
Have to get the phone surgically
removed from her ear: Michelle
Mezic
Be like Chandler: Matt Geary
Sexile his roommate: Greg Stuart
Join an all bojf band: Kevin Capizzi
Open a Seinfeld museum: Christine
Cukar
Be a pilot: Matt Achue
Walk into a tree: Carrie Frisoli
Blow out a tire on the rotary: Megan
Loiaconi
Puke all over his car on his birthday:
Matt Geary
Drink a jug of wine in under 30
minutes: Christine Cukar
Own stock in the Grape: Mackenzie
Bruno
Get into a car accident without even
being in her car: Meg Costello
Pass out during her own birthday
party: Christine Cukar
Pretend she's drinking on a tropical
island: Christine Cukar
Own 31 pairs of plaid pants: Briget
Keough
Live together for the rest of their lives:
Mark and Paul Asaro
Save the world: Carrie Byrne
Get a job based on discussing Kate
Spade: Kathryn Kelly
Keep their relationship a secret:
Dominika Fronckiewicz & Mike
Damanti
Be at the new studio 54 at age 60:
Dori Bergamo & Dominika
Fronckiewicz
Marry Mark Asaro: Paul Asaro
Not wave: AmarAgraurl
Streak the football field: Dan
Murphy
Clean the microwave when his mom
comes: Joe DeCamera
Make me happy: Dori Bergamo
Be the furture host of Auto World
Television: Rob Baker
Have a stinky house: The Reagle
Beagle
Watch the "Wedding Story": The
High Tide
Be late for graduation: Sarah Young
Say "Joey, something's broken":
Jaime Turner
Spoon with the cordless phone all
night: Nicole Sarofeen
Have a closet amazing voice: Suzie
McLoughlin
Lose her dress: Carolyn Kenny
Fall and get injured: Francesca
Giordano

Thursday, April 27, 2000
y
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MOST LIKELY TO...

Bruce in the bed: Alex Barnett
Show off the new backseat: Leigh
Kroll
Hook'up on a cigarette machine:
Colleen M. Paull
Puke out Sea Ranch window: Leigh
Kroll
Wear crazy socks: Erin Seylar
Drop to her knees: Sabrina
Tropeano
Peel off the Miller Lite labels
-.
perfectly: Tom Fugiel
Get other people to do his work for
him: Rashad Ford
Find the Grape bathroom
accomodating: Kaylin Curran
Get the full frontal from Reichert
twice in 1 n>gnt: Erin Seylar
Haze: Galleen M. Paull
—
Black Out at the mock wedding:
Wedding Party
Drive to 7-11: Erin Seylar
Pass out at 200 Nights: Andrea
Arrigio
/
Be like Chandler and Monica: Kurt
and Michela Wenk
Go out y times in a row: Andrea
Driver
Have a speech school: Leigh Kroll
Write a book about it: Erin Seylar
Sign a bet not knowing the terms:
Kaylin Curran
Yell at the cops: Leigh Kroll
Lose the Keg races: The reef
Hook up with a 90 year old man and
take pictures: Erin Seylar
Be a member of the smart people's
club: ,Kaylin Curran
Yell the word "uncle" in a heated
moment: Kaylin Curran
Get free stuff from 7-11: Erin
Seylar
Get sunburn the first day of spring
break: Tammy Mardirossian
Always be standing next to each
other: Leigh Kroll & Erin Seylar
Always be 2 hours behind: Colleen
M. Paull
Lose her house mates at a party:
Colleen M. Paull
Compare Deja Vu to a New York
club: Tammy Mardirossian
Choke on Gatorade: Erin Seylar
Not have cigarettes: Leigh Kroll
Pass out while sitting on the couch:
Colleen M. Paull
Pass out on the rug: Leigh Kroll
Be# 1: Colleen M. Paull
Tip a table over while dancing on it:
Colleen M. Paull
Live in a shady cave: Andrea Driver
Say "I'm moving to Boston, California, Manhattan etc": Erin Seylar
Bolt after a hookup: Heather Boyd
Open her own Dunkin Donuts: Sara
Kores
Ask for a keg of Mike's hard lemonade: Margaux Delguidice
Develop an ulcer by. the age of 25:
Corinne Delaney
Start their own version of the
Fairfield mob: My Blue Heaven
Appear at Diva's live: Janine
Sheerin
Ponder the idea that his name is Bill:
Bill Corrigan
Shoot you with his gun: Rob Baker
Write the most likely to's about
himself: Jared Scotto
Have his ass-skin grafted to his lip:
Kevin Karl
Be asked "do you have a dip in?":
Kevin Karl
Fax home his job responsibilities:
Rory Murray
Puke on his desk Friday morning:
Brian Connelly
Never go back: Margoux
DelGuidice
Join a nudist colony: Heather Boyd

MOST LIKELY TO...
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Seen at the baseball field: Corinne
Delaney
Be seen singing Barry Manilow's
"Amanda": Dave Klein
Not go to the Grape: Meaghan
O'Brien
Wear capris: Patty McCormick
Deny her drunknesses and then spill
her cup: Alison Case
Lock herself in a bathroom stall:
Jenny Barredo
Go to class drunk: Karen McGuire
Hand in a paper a semester late:
Alison Case
Get married right after graduation:
Carol Mclntyre
Need a designated drinker: Jenny
Barredo
Meet her husband on spring break:
Karen McGuire
Force feeding chicken wings to people
at the Grape: Maureen Cuddy
Marry a mobster: Meaghan O'Brien
Get hit on: Patty McCormick
Hook up with people's friends' from
home: Jenny Barredo
Eat a foot long hot dog platter: Patty
McCormick
Stalk David Duchovny: Besty
Dejesu and Maureen Cuddy
Not graduate: Mark Porter
Have beer muscles: Alison Case
Have beer goggles: Jenny Barredo
Sing the wrong words to songs:
Meaghan O'Brien
Pray every day that Tupac is found
alive and well: Patty McCormick
Leave the house one minute before
class starts: Alison Case
Get hit on by senior citizens: Carol
Mclntyre
Break her foot running to the Grape:
Karen McGuire
Have his pants surgically removed:
Pete Tortorici
Be mistaken for Jesus: Mike Rogai
Have her head fall off: Elizabeth
Cranston
Forget where the bathroom is: Pete
Tortorici
Destroy other people's property:
Laughing Cow
Wear capri and a wife beater in public:
Dan Willet
Be part werewolf: Ray Mansolino
Get divorced: Macenzie Bruno
Receive a pepperoni log: The
Blarney Stone
Destroy a girl's mind: Jim Tabery
Choke on a burrito: Pat Slocum
Take out the trash: Jared Scotto
Lose every bet he places: Kevin
Crean
Be full of it: Jerry Schlichting
Eat his own LaSalsa out of business:
Pat Slocum
Dream about his housemates: Matt
Bizzaro
Get married on spring break: Geoff
Marino
Date a tough guy: Dana Copalino
Have a boyfriend in prison: Mellissa
Maundrel
Fight a losing battle: Jane Nolan
Be a Polo mannequin: Bruce Barnet
Always have a bad nickname: Jim
Carrey
Hook up with friends' wives: Jim
Riechert
_——
Hook up with friends' kids: John
Coakley
Be a junior high school teacher and
hook up with students: Drew
Luthern
Be scared on his girlfriend: Greg
Slater
Never see the life of day: Jim
Lopusznick
Marry Dan Fitzgerald: Jim Lacroix
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Look in the mirror and call himself
Dawn: Brian Barfus
Go snorkeling every weekend night:
Mike Shaheen
Beat himself up when he's drunk: -.
Brian Williams
Invent bungee underwear: Pat
Barry
Hook up the sea wall: Steve Krines
and Jared Scotto
Run a run a marathon: Carrie
Frisoli and Christina Smith
Be Cro-Magnon Man: Matt Day
Tell you where to go, how to get
there and where to put it: Anne
Marie Kennedy
Be caught cuddling: Deb Teixeira
Not remember you at the bank:
Becky Bergden
Need fluffy pillows: Kerry Fieseler
Win at roulette: Carrie Frisoli
Listen and be calm: Christina
Smith
Suntan like it's their job: Karen
Affinito and Kristen Shovak
Be a legal eagle: Christina Smith
Star in Lean on Me: Matt Geary
Be an airplane pilot: Matt Atchue
Appear in a diet coke ad: Christina
Smith
Be evicted from their house during
graduation: The Sea Ranch
Be called a dirty rotten scumbug:
Brian Connolly
Be fired for sexual harassment: John
Voccola
Never keep a friend: Neal Flaherty
Marry for money: Rich Hushion
Wake up next to a corpse: Kevin
Marrero
Buy stock in peroxide: Kevin Karl
Teach English: Carlos Gil-Rodrigo
Always have my love: Carrie
Frisoli
Order a drink just for the umbrella:
NikkiPilek
Be late for her own funeral: Nikki
Pilek
Be the next princess of Wales:
Sabrina Tropeano
Change her career path during senior
year: Nikki Pilek
Have a truck driver's mouth:
Sabrina Tropeano
Fall victim to the bat of eyelashes:
Tom Fugiel
Dress like the Bobsey Twins:
Rashad Ford and Tom Fugiel
Get all glittered up: Susan Mezo
Watch "Behind the Music" : Kailen
Pirro
Sleep through a 3pm class: Robyn
Boccadutre
Get a speeding ticket in every state:
Kathleen O'Conner
Wear 5 inch heels food shopping:
Robyn Boccadutre
Make 3am trips to Foxwoods:
Robyn Boccadutre, Kailen Pirro,
Louie Solla
Start his life one month before
graduation: Jamie Pomponi
Wind up in a mental hospital: Mike
Damanti
Swallow bugs: Mark Gasparini
Dance in tighty-whiteys: Carlos GilRodrigo
Wake up in a cartoon: Mike
Damanti
Get married at Twilo: Mike
Damanti
Fly a kite: JPAltieri
Blow up the moon: Matt Papillo
Beat up a cop: Sean Briley
Look like his girlfriend: Rich
Williams
Date an older man: Jeanne Volpitta
Be in love with Angelica from
Rugrats: Jeanne Volpitta
Never graduate: Amy Watson
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Trick or treat?
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Host Christmas in July: Casey
DiBella & Amy Liss
Transform into a priest: RJ
Tarantino
Have key paranoia: Amy Liss &
Julie Johnson
Run, run ,run: Meredith Carey
Leave her sneakers in the hallway:
Meredith Carey
Confuse cup with cups: Tom Giove
Create the best table: Louie Solla &
Dan Pereira
Always make it back to the levee:
Janet Sebastiano & Amy Liss
Have the best costumes: Rachael
Kunst
Say "dude": Mike Rogai
Have their faces posted on TH doors:
Mike Rogai & Greg Newman
Request ice chips after 400 nights:
Meredith Carey
Be molested by a 12 year old: Becky
Bergden
Eat Chinese food: Deb Teixeira
Never listen to a word: Carrie
Cuscia
Break a corkscrew: Carrie Cuscia
Become a lawyer for Clinique:
Stacey Baraczynski
Deny something: Stacey
Baraczynski
Listen to eccentric songs: Nicole
Sitar
Become the next jingle maker:
Nicole Sitar
Get sick in the SOB: Kate Mackintosh
Be in the next Tropicano Commercial
wearing her bathrobe & slippers:
Kate Mackintosh
Eat insane amounts of food in one
sitting: Becky Bergden
Be a solid gold dancer: Jen Ferrier
Make fattening things low fat:
Molly VanderBaan
Be stalked by her students:
Giovanna Giordano
Frighten visitors: The High Tide
Have 17 jobs: Rob Villani
Be the DJ at company parties:
Andrew Harrington
Show her ass: Jen Ferrier
Run off with a pack of wolves: Ray
Mansolino
m
Have dorky kids who steal his tupee:
Jerry Schlichting
Name her son Blade: Jane Nolan
Take Rudy's job at the beach: Mike
Nappi
Drop the ball every weekend: Kevin
Karl
Have a short tow rope on Frissora for
the next 20 years: Tracy Boyd
Ruin everyone's weekend: Jane
Nolan
Be a porn star: Dave Klein
Marry a porn star: Dave Klein
Nare off his nipples: Pete Tortorici
Be a VIP member of the local
tanning salon: Bernard Paret
Scream "wah" if her boss yells at
her: Bridget Keough
Get beat up for wearing though
checkered pants: Hans Meurer
Find a midget as a drinking partner:
Greg Marlowe
Lose sleep over his fanasty baseball
league: John Lesnik
Finally beat Dave Klein in Bad News
Baseball in the year 2050: Bernard
Paret
Be a multimillionaire and not hook
his friends up: John Lesnik
Give mock wedding tickets to his
friends: John Frissora
Run for US President lose and then
rejoin SBRA: Jane Nolan
Bribe people to come to their party
with mock wedding tickets: The
Lighthouse
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Stressing out about...
Finals
Term papers
Housing dilemmas
Going home for the summer
Getting a job for the summer
Leaving your friends
Getting a real job
Graduation
Why not talk about it?

COUNSELING SERVICES
DOLANHALL

254-4000 EXT. 2146
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The 1999-2000 Mirror staff wishes the senior
class good luck and success in the future.

Congrats
Class of
2000!
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Favorites

Advice to Freshmen
"Get involved. Become a RA.
Take the opportunity to get to
know yourself and others- you will
learn a great deal."
-Meredith Carey

Lunch Place: The Firehouse Deli
Event: The Mock Wedding
Hang out: The Sea Grape, Levee,
TH 142, Jogues 237
Professors: Dr. Ryan, Dr.
Cavanaugh, Dr. Anderson, Dr.
Rodriquez
Class: Women, Work and Sport
Year: Senior and Junior
Movie: Kicking and Screaming

Quotable Quotes
"I am the smartest man alive."
-Billy Madison
"Well what can I say, I graduated. I did it. Hey, I know most of you are
saying any idiot can do it. It was tough for me so BACK OFF!"
-Billy Madison
"You see us as you want to see us. In the simplest terms and the most
convenient definitions, you see us as a brain, an athlete, a basketcase, a
princess and a criminal. Correct. That's the way we saw each other at
7:00 this morning. We were brainwashed."
-The Breakfast Club
"I hope you had the time of your life."
-Green Day

"Take a step forward and never
look back. The times you will
spend here are the best of your
life. I know that sounds corny
because everyone tells you that,
but trust me it is true. The
memories that I have made here
are enough to last a lifetime., The
friends you make are those you
will cherish forever. So my advice
is to live for today and cherish the
time you spend here because it
flies by so fast. Trust me. Have a
blast!"
-Christina Rice
"Get involved. You will meet so
many different people in different
organizations. You will also learn
a great deal about yourself and it
will help you grow as a person and
open doors for a ton of fun."
-Anonymous
"Take lots of pictures."
-Anonymous

"It was the best of times; it was the worst of times."
"Time flies, whether you are having fun or not."
"The secret of life is enjoying the passing of time."
'Even though it's sad to say goodbye, remember our good times were the
fun times. Our fun times are the memories and memories last forever."
"Heal the past. Live the present. Dream the future."
"Today is tomorrow's yesterday. Make it count."

Most Memorable Moments at FU

Mmmmmm
Most Memorable Moments at FU

* Annamarie, Tammy and the crew
that went to DeJu Vu every week
during sophomore year
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* Freshman year- watching Brian
run down the hall in Bevis and
Butthead pajamas
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* Andrea and Tammy developing
film in Florence
* Spring break 2000- cruisin' with
Tammy, Andrea, Leigh, Erin and
Colleen
* Mike coming over the morning
after his accident
* "Hide the red, red wine, Andrea
* The fun times we had at 200
nights- Leanne, Dom, Christina, Jeremy and Phil
* The great time we had during
Clam Jam weekend- Christina,
Heather, Jeremy, Leanne and
Sabrina
* Meeting "My Buddy," Patrick
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* Watching soap operas because
were not able to move after tae bo
class
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* Celebrating at the Grape that the
LSAT were over
* Celebrating Daniel le's 21 st birthday at 400 nights
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It's almost 3a.m. and this issue of the Mirror is due to the
printer in six short hours. The
entire senior edition has been
completed except for my page. I
have already written about how
much I enjoyed Fairfield and I
have already thanked the Mirror
staff for an incredible year, but
still I must finish my page and
send out more thank yous.
I have put off doing this for
days now, simply because once I
write this, my time as Editor-inChief of the Mirror is officially
over and graduation is less than
three weeks away.
However, this time of our lives
only happens once, so I won't
ruin it with fears of life after May
21st These really have been four
great years and I couldn't have
asked for a better college experience.
x I want to thank my parents for
giving me the opportunity to go
to school here and for their guidance, encouragement and love.
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Thanks also to my brother, Damon
for his support and advice.
Thank you to my friends,
housemates and last year's Jogues'
RA staff for equipping me with
enough amazing memories to last a
lifetime.
Deb and Beck, thanks for always
being there for everything throughout these years. You'reboththebest
My college years would have greatly
lacked without you.
Maria and Kim, I love you both.
Enjoy your next two years because
they'll fly by. Make the most of
them.
Bill, thanks for being so great.
Finally, thank you to Dr. Simon
and the entire Mirror staff. You are
all incredible. Working with you this
year has been the one of the best
experiences I've had at Fairfield.
Paul, thanks again for all you did
this year and good luck next year.
You've been a great friend and I
know you and the staff will do a
wonderful job, just don't show us
up.

Jen, I can't thank you enough
for all your help and sanity during the production of this issue.
With all the praise that I have
been giving the Mirror lately, I
almost forgot what it's like when
computers freeze, pages are lost
and deadlines are missed. I
guess it wouldn't have been a
completed year if something
didn't go drastically wrong. This
issue would have never happened without you. Thanks for
making it all so much fun.
Now, with only five hours left
before deadline, I hope that the
members of the senior class enjoy this issue. Let's all make the
most of these last few weeks and
make more memories to take
with us in the future.
Good luck and congratulations, Class of 2000!

-Karen Affinito
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
EMERITUS

Sometime in between moving
into the dorm,
And begging for an ID,
Somewhere in the middle of an
8 o 'clock class,
And watching Friends on our 8
inch TV.
Sometime after the night you
forgot,
With the guy you don't remember.
Maybe before the five tests in
three days,
Or the party every night in September.
Sometime in the car on the way
to Rhode Island,
For the road-trip of the year.
After class gets out with that
awful philosophy professor,
After you finish the last warm
beer.
Shortly after you figured out,
This newfangled 'e-mail' thing.
Andafteryou stopped dreaming
about,
The fun a 21 ID would bring.
But finally got the paper done,
Maybe when you can't remember,
The last Sunday night you had
fun.

Somewhere between the day
you met your dorm roommate,
And you were sure you got
one of the duds,
And the day 4 years later
when she's still your roommate,
And she's one of your best
buds.
Definitely after you realized
how lucky you are,
To have such a great group
of friends,
And after you get that sick
feeling in you stomach,
Wondering what will happen
when it ends.
Maybe on the beach for
spring break,
Hot sun, tan bodies, cold
beer.
Maybe after you started looking for a job,
And your happy world turned
to fear.
Soon after you discovered
there's just not enough time,
To do everything you should.
But not before you realized
Thanksgiving dinner,
Never tasted so good.
Sometime after the day your
parents came to visit,
So you were forced to make
your bed.
Or the morning after a tough
night at the bars,
And you can 't believe the
things you said.
Sometime after you enjoy the
beautiful weather,
Though it means missing a
class.
Probably after laughing on
Homecoming weekend,
Watching old alumni drunk
off their collective ass.
Somewhere between day one
and year four,
The best years of your life
were spent.
And looking back with a smile
and a sigh,
You wonder where those
years went.
You try to figure out who
made you a victim,
Of the most serious crime,
You offer a rewardfor any information leading,
To the one who stole the time.
The day is coming closer, and
closer,
Until one day it will be your
last,
And someone is guilty of doing this to you,
The years have gone way too
fast.
Sometime when you were too
busy to notice,
Happy as a newborn pup,
Someone came along and did
the unthinkable.
Somebody grew us up.
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Jen's vafle
Remembering:
the three musketeers... muddy football...
carrots up O's nose... electrical closet... 7-11... the1
fun you can have with marshmellows. . .learning the polka. . . the Fat
Cows . . . watergun fun . . . airplanes, birds, feathers, inhalers, bandaids, bears - oh, my!... Michelle "Shelley-Belly" Mezic... Harry d'Ape
... I.. .Stone Cold Steve Austen ... Marsh-vegas... a walk out to the
lighthouse. . . "I'm not getting heated". . '. "Not so much". . . special
needs star . . . bird-hockey . . . the goofy obstacle courses . . . the
grandma sweater... Mezic Luck... the blue couch - everything blends
. . . ghetto-bitch mobile ... a glittered kiss ... B ... his nads and her
nads . .. the car-jack ... the skate ... picnic at the train station . . .
Thursday night - blue couchTV marathon ... little heads ... "So team
SoCo!" . . . Spice girls . . . Berstie . . . Disney . . . egg chair . . . traffic
light... "I want to go and stand on the corner of 42nd street"... Wall
of Shame ... S .. . "You're going to have to repot that plant soon"...
Smokey Joe ... SNOTS!... "Miami"... "I do not feel the need to be
drunk more than one night a week"... drama queen... "I look stumpy!"
.. . "Yeah, well, you have hair... in places"... "I like to be dirty and I
like dirty guys"... GIMP!!!... burping (contest, in public etc.).. .Navy men photos
... Circle dance... Yeast Beast ... though it's been said before: it is poor manners
to pass out b4 dishing out . . . George, George, Gear ge of the jungle. . . creps w/
Shannon... the lounge ... lifetime movies ... Dan, Dan the Plumber Man ... Karenwhat is there to say ... "I'm gonna get Somalia".. .spaguini... sleeping-dead man ..
. beercan baseball... Old Redding Road ... "Jesus Christ"... liver lips... I'm allergic
... Amanda's Chicken Soup.. .Farley.. ."Pretty Hair"... leisure suite and mommy bag.
.. wet like a duck.. .Sheep: Baa!!.. A\ Gore's eyelashes... the many Mirror memories

To my girls: You're my rock. My days and nights would be
nothing without your love
To Owen: Thank you for all of your love, affection and
protection
To Cori: You smile, I smile. You cry, I cry, You drink, I drink!
We're two of a kind.

S;P,
1

K

mm 1

One last toast...
To amazing memories, lifelong
friends and a wonderful love - you'll
be in my heart always!
Congratulations Class of 2000!
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I agonized over what I was going to
write for the senior issue of The Mirror
knowing that this would most likely be
the last time I would write for a publication of this type. Looking back on my
four years at Fairfield the only word that
could come to mind is bittersweet. It
was not only the hardest four years of
my life but the most exciting. When I
look back at the person who walked on
campus September 1,1996,1 can barely
recognize her. So much has changed
since that day...my friends, my family,
my goals and most of all me. Coming
to Fairfield was the best decision I have
yet to make in my life. It challenged in
more ways than I could begin to tell anyone.
Being part of The Mirror for the past
two years was an incredible experience
despite doing layout for hours with a paper due the next day, not having any
writers, the computers freezing for no
reason at all and the haunting thought of
'how am I going to fill these pages?' At
times being a RA was one of the most
difficult jobs I have had at Fairfield. The
endless nights and lack of sleep I would
not trade for anything. It has not only
changed me but is the place where I have
met some of my closest friends.
What I am going to miss about
Fairfield the most are my friends. Nothing could come close to the people who
I met here and have become a huge part
of my life. Thank you Robyn, Kailen,
Kath, Susan, Louie and everyone else
who sophomore year became those kinds
of friends that I will never forget and
could never replace. Sabrina and Nikki:
you two have kept me sane this year
through all the hard times I have been
through and thought I would never see
the end of. I could never begin to tell
you how much your friendship has come
to mean to me.
Thank you. Tom, Rashad and Jamie:
Thursday nights will never be the same
without you. You three alone kept me
laughing this year. Chris, Heather, Liam
and all of you who think I forgot about
you: Thank you for the all memories, the
fun and the tears. Jenn: Good luck with
The Mirror next year. I am so glad that
I had the chance to meet you and be
friends with you and I am definitely going to miss our Monday night chats in
front of the computer. Mike: Thanks for
writing all year long. I have no clue what
I would have done without your help.
Like everyone says in college, If I
knew then what I know now I wouldn't
change one thing. Coming to Fairfield,
finding a reason to stay at Fairfield and
becoming a part of Fairfield has been the
best/worst experience...an experience
that was worth everything that came with
it.
"This is the time to remember
Cause' it will not last forever
These are the days to hold on to
Cause we won't, although we want
to
This is the time,
But the time is gonna change... "
-Billy Joel 'This is the Time'
-Kaylin Curran
A&E Editor Emeritus
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Goodnight Everybody!
By John O'Dea
COMMENTARY EDITOR
EMERITUS
This is finally it. I can hardly believe that this little run is finally over.
I never thought that it would come to
this.
I always thought that there would
always be just one more column to
write, but I guess I was wrong.
Seeing as how this is my last column for this paper, I am going to do
something different. I am not going to
say anything negative about Fairfield
University. I know it is a departure
from the norm, but not even I can be
angry all of the time. I just have one
last thing to say.
Thank you.
Thank you to all of the people that
read my crap each week. It meant a lot
to me for you to come up to me and
say something about what I wrote.

Whether it was good or bad, I'm glad
I was able to make at least some
people think about something. Even
when I was
right and you
were wrong.
Thank you
to all of my
friends who
have provided
me
with
enough stories
to tell my future kids until
they are thirty.
From sneaking beer into
Claver in freshman year to living at
the beach and acting like a bunch of
idiots, I have had the greatest time
anyone could have.
Thank you to my parents, who
were nice enough to spend all of their
money to give me a great education.

Without them, I don't think I would
have ever made it to this point. They
helped me stay focused when I was
anything
but
and
they never
doubted
me.
I have
spent four
years here,
and I would
like to think
that I made
a mark. I
hope that I
have made
a difference to those I have met, because I know that all of you have

Thank you to all
of the people that
read my crap
each week.

made a difference to me. Now, we are
going to go off and start the rest of
our lives.
We are about to start what is undoubtedly the best time of our lives
right now. We are going to take off on
May 21 and start all over again, just
like we did four years ago. Some of
us are going to go to another school,
while some will get off our asses and
get a job.
None of us knows what the future
has in store for us. We never do. I had
no idea at the end of high school what
these last four years would be like, and
I don't know about the next four. We
will each find out for ourselves what
the future has in store for us.
Personally, I can't wait.

Thursday, April 27, 2000

Things I will miss
about Fairfield

Senior Issue

By Brian Williams
COMMENTARY EDITOR
EMERITUS

10. Living 30 yards from the beach
9. Walking into a packed cafeteria and looking for
your friends... who are sitting right in front of you
8. Lippers
7. Our reign as intramural hoops champs
6. Living within feet of my best friends
5. Being part of the University community
4. Living in filth
3. My golfing buddies
2. Being a student
1. ...and the #1 thing I will miss about Fairfield...
All the great times I have had with great friends
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Things I will gladly
leave behind

10. Mrs. G., my house's land-thing
9. Tons of work
8. Many of the "most likely to's" included in this
paper
7. The "ease" of Fairfield parking
6. Seven guys to one bathroom
5. Living in filth
4. The Fairfield Police Department and their associates, The Fairfield Beach Association
3. The Sea Grape's drink "specials" and "buybacks"
2. Fairfield's science requirement (G**D**N Winn!)
1. Sorry, I can only think of 9.

*** A special thank you to Father Regan. "When a noble man feels resentment it is absorbed in his
instantaneous reaction and therefore does not poison him." Thank you for your advice over four years,
especially last September.
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By Megan Loiaconi
STAFF WRITER
EMERITUS
With this being the last issue of the Mirror, I will be writing my last piece for
the paper as a Fairfield University student.
These past
four years
have gone
by faster
than I ever
could have
guessed,
but the experiences!
have had,
friends I
have made
and
memories
I have will last forever.
I hope that the rest of the seniors who are graduating in a few weeks
will be
able to
take with
them a
small part
of Fairfield, and
leave a
part of
themselves behind as a
legacy for
future students.

Throughout our time here, we
have all been faced with choices and opportunities. Whatever choices we have
made have gone to
shape us and develop us into the
people we are today; the people
who were
so different just
four short
years ago
when we
first set
foot on
this campus.
The first choice that each of us
made was to come to
Fairfield. That single
choice has opened up
a world of doors and options
that we may not have gotten at
another school.
The experiences I

have had at Fairfield have been unforgettable. One of he best things about my time
here is that every opportunity I have had I
have
gone after and
embraced
whatever
challenge
lay before me.
Now, in
few short
weeks,
we will
leave
Fairfield
and venture out into the larger world that

members of the Class of 2000 the best
of luck in their future endeavors, and
ask them not to forget what Fairfield
has given them. We now have a responsibility to take that knowledge with us
and guide others with what we have
learned.
ZJhe 9?oadyCoi Uahen
Uwo roads diverged in a yellow wood,
^tndsorry 9could not travel both
CTlndoe one traveler, long 9stood
C71ndlooheddown one as far as 9 could
Uo where it Dentin the undergrowth;
Uhen loo/ithe other, as just as fair,
C/^ndhaving perhaps the oetter claim,
JJecause it was grassy and wanted weai-;
Uhoughas for mat, the passing there
Jfad worn them really aoout the same,
CTlndoolhthatmorning egually lay
9n leaves no step had trodden olacft.
On, 9hepl the first for another day I
yet hnowing now way leads to way,

lies before us. Graduate school, research
or full-time jobs await us as we leave this
campus for the last time, and welcome us
as we embark on this new chapter in our
lives.
With this last article, I wish all

9 doubted if 9 should ever come oac/t.
9shauoe tefling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Uwo roads diveraedin a wood, and 99 looh the one less traveledoy,
C^ndthat has made all the difference.

Touchdown of Love
By D.L. & J.P., Fall 1998

a Touchdown of Love tonight

Now....
Well it's late, and we're We're on the Ten, and runnin'
goin' down to my basement toward that endzone
It's called the A.P., and
it's covered in green
astroturf
Now we're gonna do
some huggin'
B WSm^m
f!
And some lovin' down
there tonight

to you tonight
On the Seven, oh it's heaven
Rollin around and we come
on down
To the Six - let's take that "i"
out

Touch down of Love,
whoa a Touchdown of
Love tonight
Hold me baby, or the
flag goes down
Cause it's you that I
wann'a intentionally
ground
Kiss me baby, and
don't get off track
We're on the Nine, oh you're
Cause it's you that I wanna so damn fine, the way that
quarterback sack
you look tonight
On the Eight, oh eight is
Touchdown of Love, whoa great, for makin' some love

And Replace it with an "e"
That spells sex, yes "s-e-x",
that's sex with you and me
At the Five, oh you make me
alive, yeah you make me

alive
At the Four, you little
whore! -1 didn't know you
liked a spankin'
At the Three, I spread your
knees - and slide up in with
the greatest of ease
At the Two, oh it's you,
that's settin' my loins
on fire
At the One, we're
havin' fun, let me take
you a little bit higher
Let's break that plane
And come again
Cause we're scoring a
Touch down of Love
Touchdown of Love,
whoa Touchdown of
Love toiiight
We'll split the uprights
And stay up all night
Scoring a Touchdown
of Love
I -Drew Luthern
STAFF WRITER EMERITRUS
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So long, so long and on to the next one
i
By Mike Shaw
STAFF WRITER EMERITUS

Well I hate to sound like every other
senior here at Fairfield, but I really have
nothing else to say other than I cannot
believe that my time here is pretty much
over. As I write this, we have about 28
days until graduation give or take a few,
so I want to take my chance here to say
good bye and thanks to a few of the
people that have been a huge part of my
life these past four years.
First off I would like to say
thanks to everyone at The Mirror for allowing me to use this space in a crowded
issue to speak my mind. Karen has taken
this paper and taken it to a whole new
level. If you compared an issue from this
year to one from our freshman year, the
difference is astounding. Obviously there
are a lot of people that have made this
change, but Karen has played a pivotal
role being a tremendous editor, a tremendous leader, and a tremendous person. If
it weren't for Kaylin, I would not be writing this article here today. I know that
you desperately needed writers, but I
want to thank you for giving me the opportunity every week to put out my little
piece.
There are a lot of people I would
like to mention here, but I don't have the
time or the space, so if I leave any of you
out I hope that you're not too insulted.
So here we go:

Rob: Even though you are just a little idea who was going to be our fourth
sophomore, you are one of the coolest housemate and my roommate was going
guys I know. Every time we hang out, I to be after the untimely departure of Nate.
know that I'm guaranteed a great time. After a year of living with you, I can honYou may be a little obsessed with wres- estly say that you're not as bad as him. In
tling, but who else can do a dead-on im- all seriousness, you are one of the truer
pression of The Rock, Jesse Ventura and friends that I have ever had. I know that
pretty much every other person to ever you would do pretty much anything for
come through the WWF? You are a good the people you care about. Next time I need
to write a sixty-page paper in three nights,
guy and a
I know
great friend;
that
just make
you're
some room
the perfor
me
Time it was and what a time it was.
son
I
Alumni
want
to
Weekend.
It was a time of innocence.
lose my
Derek: I still
A
time
of
confidences.
mind
can't bewith
Long ago it must be.
lieve that the
along
quiet guy I
I have a photograph.
the way.
met in KoPreserve
your
memories.
Paul:
stka freshComing
man year is
They're all that's left you.
into this
the guy I
year,
I
can't shut
-Simon
and
Garfunkel
honestly
up. We've
didn't
definitely
think
had some great times these past three
years. I know that anytime I need anyone you didn't like me, but I'm glad I found
to pass out on my futon in the middle of a out that wasn't true. Actually, you hate me.
Regis hallway, I can rely on you to do a Obviously, I am joking around. It has been
stand-up job. I don't know if there has a lot of fun this year and I have to thank
been or there ever will be a worse team you for a good part of it. Whether it's been
than us in Beirut. To all of you out there, going to "the shack" or having "the mother
on our own we are perfectly fine, but team bash," I know that I can rely on you for
us up and you can chalk up another one some serious laughs.
in the loss column. At least we had a good Ron: As mind-boggling as it is that four
years are basically over, it is even crazier
time along the way.
Jeremy: This time last year, we had no to think that we've been friends for eight
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years now. We've had our share of serious ups and some serious downs, but I
couldn't be happier that we're going out
on a high. Trying to single out one anecdote or one of our catch phrases to mention here would be pretty much impossible as there have been way, way too
many. You've become more than a friend
to me over these years, you really are like
a brother to me,
Last and definitely least, Eileen: I honestly don't think I would have had anywhere near the fun that I've had here if it
wasn't for you. Did you know I hated
you when I first met you??? Well we've
come a long way from that night in Kostka. I don't know if there is anyone here
(or anywhere in the world for that matter) that understands our jokes, our fights,
or our relationship. That's probably what
makes it so much fun. Thanks a lot for
everything Blanche, even though you
think I'm a yutz.
So there you have it, folks. Those of you
who are on this little list, you are some
of the most important people in my life
and you've made my time here a great
one. We're all about to head out into the
'real world,' and I don't know about you
guys, but it scares the hell out of me. To
quote a great Simon and Garfunkel tune:
"Time it was and what a time it was.
It was a time of innocence.
A time of confidences.
Long ago it must be.
I have a photograph.
Preserve your memories. They 're all
that's left you."
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Find a drunk guy she doesn't know
in her bed: Carrie Frisoli
Fall out of her loft and puke in her
hotpot: Kathleen McGrath
Take one alter egos and get frunk
in the bowling alley: TH 61
Date her best friends' brother:
Megan Loiaconi
Be found naked on rotary during
preview day: Mark Galdieri &
Kathleen McGrath
Laugh at crazy hats: Amy Liss &
Janet Sebastiano
Hate
crazy
hats:
Brant
Berndlmaier
Be looking at his watch: Dan
Pereira
Miss part of the conversation: Dan
Pereira & Louie Solla
Be abandoned when drunk: Amy
Liss & Janet Sebastiano
Skip class for mudslides: Amy Liss
& Janet Sebastiano
Blow up the BCC: Megan
Loiaconi & Amy Liss
Have the most new housemates:
TH32
Have the most natural disasters: TH
58
Walk a couch from Gonzaga to Kostka: Dan Pereira & Colette
Collins
Wear seashells at the Levee: Janet
Sebastiano
Engage in a drunk conversation:
Amy Liss & Janet Sebastiano
Walk in the road while drunk: Amy
Liss
Fall sober and drunk: Amy Liss
Pick Amy up: Louie Solla & Dan
Pereira
Never stop mackin: Lisa Dangler
Be missing in action: Jim Tabery
Be found hanging with L.L. Cool
J.: Shannon Sullivan
Have her own red wine vineyard:
Dana Coppolino
Punch her boyfriend's brother:
Amy Albert
Be seduced by her math students:
Giovanna Giordano
Rock his "beater": Dan Willett
"Back that ass up": Melissa
Maunderell
Work with FU campus security:
Rob Villani
Become a professional stalker: A.J.
Keirans
Never let the 80's die: Annie
Michaud
Park the car in Harvard yard:
Nicole Sarofeen
Marry a supermodel and deserve it:
Brian Gambale
Be found at the Grape with a diet
coke and rye: Meghan Stunt
Be known as the "hulk" of Fairfield:
Tom Unger
Participate in "Rodeo": FU Baseball team
Be forever a bachelor: Brad
Tamulski
Be "mother hen": Jaime Turner
Be head coach of FU Baseball team:
Jim Brett
"Workin" the mass pike: Meredith
Carey
Be arrested for streaking another
country: Katie Romano
Be an apartment superintentant:
Rachel Kunst
Grace the cover of Fitness Magazine: Mackenzie Bruno
Be the next Martha Stewart: Katie
Carlisle
Be forever a smooth talker: Lomax
Edwards
Cook an entire meal for TH61:
Matt Dav
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Sleep through WW III: Meg Madden
Enjoy Easter Sunday: Kathleen
McGrath
Kill for Tiara: Julie Mente
Take a sledgehammer to the rumor
mill: Kathleen McGrath
Be seen in the health center: Meg
Madden
Be TH61's sugar daddy: Mike
Pipala
Always want a peanut butter and
jelly sandwich: Rashad Ford
Be stalked by an ex-girlfriend:
Mark Galdieri
Go out at midnight for a late night
craving: Kathleen McGrath
Be paranoid of a bee: Julie Mente
Be the "Friendliest" neighbor:
Julie Mente
Burst into tears over a US
Healthcare commercial: Meg
Madden
Be known by her full name for the
rest of her life: "Meg Madden"
Have a toilet crisis: Meg Madden
Be a sexy bitch: Rashad Ford
Be buried with his "George
Forman": Rashad Ford
Know how much her head weighs:
Julie Mente
Skip more classes than she goes to:
Kathleen McGrath
Cringe at the sight of Kentucky
Fried Chicken: Meg Madden
Get up early and drink:. Kathleen
McGrath
Marry a man 10 years older than
her: Jeanne Volpitta
Be an Economics professor and
Master Chef: Matt Day
Open his own chain of pharmacies:
Matt Geary
Become a porn magazine photographer: Greg Stuart
Not to drink due to alcohol's caloric content: Jeanne Volpitta
Get kicked out of Super D's: Meg
Madden
Pick up a bouncer: Deirdre
Whorton
Drink while writing an honors paper: Matt Day
Organize a Long Island Hunger
Clean Up: Jen Mazzo
Shoot down prospective boyfriends: Renee Kinsch
Date a guy from Sacred Heart:
Danielle Reinert
Drop out of Grad. School and open
a restaurant: Matt Day
Turn his Buick into a police car:
Matt Atchue
Play Beirut at her wedding:
Kathleen McGrath
Win at 7-11 doubles: Matt Day
Sample but not drink: Danielle
Reinert
Have 16 cats, 12 fish, and 200
plants surviving when she dies:
Jenni Zibrat
Invest in a company that makes
portioned plates so that the food
does not touch: Andrea Canesto
Give out palsies to her friends at
graduation: Jenni Zibrat
Need to have her "Guy Magnet"
surgically removed if she ever
wants to get married: Liz Petitpas
Puke on the floor during a hookup:
Jim LaCroix
Carry a portable pharmacy on vacation: Caroline Quilty
Watch 90210 24 hours a day:
Martha Hamel
Save 10 corn kernals for leftovers:
Dori Bergano
Ask "what's that mean?": Deb
Crowe

Thursday, April 27, 2000
MOST LIKELY TO...
Become a mistress: Jared Scotto
Be caught choking on a pastrami sandwich: Jared Scotto
Be found locked in a room knawing at
his arm: Jared Scotto
Just not get it: Christine Rawley
Be missing for days: Kathleen
Polansky
Look in the mirror 25 times a day: Dan
Willet
Be tagteamed by the Virginia Military
Academy: Jerry Schlichting
Be deported: Drew Luthern
Take a freshman to a movie and for coffee: Jared Scotto
Get jealous of who his friends hook up
with: Jared Scotto
Shave his hair for money: Ray
Mansolino
Be president of the PTA: Tracy Boyd
Become the Golden Girls: Franklin's
Tower
Be married at 23 to an alumni: Mary
Tortora
End up being a regular at a bar in Ireland: Kevin Crean
Be a hook up queen, young sweet, only
21: Erica Chedid
Be a Supreme Court Judge: T. Ellen
Boyd
Be the 5th housemate of Franklin's
Tower: Kim Luhmann
Cook sketchy meat a t 5am: Andy
White & Christine Patch
Whip out the guns: Suzie McLoughlin
Have perfect hair: Rory Murray
Answer the door in a comforter: Beth
O'Sullivan
Walk to the Big Pole: Christine Patch
See the Carnival Cruise Line: Dana
Tulotta
Take on an alter ego: Ann Marie Butler
Kick your ass: Nicole Sarofeen
Leave for BC: Carolyn Kenny
Dance on tables: Carolyn Montrose &
Christine Patch
Get his face run over and live to tell
about it: Brian McLoughlin
Be Michael Jackson: Dana Tulotta
Grab her crotch: Dana Tulotta
Do nothing: Hector Fernendez
Skip class all day and eat for free in
CNS: Mike Damanti
Become the king of Italy: Mark
Gasparini
Have a mullet: Tom Cusumano
Be tall: Mark Grogan
Hook up with anything with a pulse: AJ
Kierans
Have the most buddies: Jeff Hanson
Get in a fight with guys and win: The
Guys Dup
Be found at Foxwoods in 20 years:
Chris Cormier
Be caught with his hand in the cookie
jar: Owen O'Callahan
Party with people named sha sha: Dan
Jennings & AJ Kierans
Win an academy award: Steve
O'Connell
Be mistaken for a 12 year old: Chris
Cormier
Be mistaken for a girl: John Wallace
Be mistaken for a sasqualch: Amora
Hefoe
Hook up with a 30 year old man:
Amora Hefoe & Erica Tiecnan
Be mistaken for a little boy: Sarah
Young
Be the nicest girl I know: Kate Raedel
Hook up with a 14 year old: Owen
O'Callahan
Be a normal friend: Carrie Frisoli
Drink all your wine and tell you what
she thinks and why: Anne Kennedy
Be a member of the First Wives club
with a mortage: Anne Kennedy
Cook a 5 course meal: Jen Konopka
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Be my favorite housemate: Karen
Affinito
To sound alike: Karen Affinito &
Becky Bergden
Be asleep by 2am on spring break: The
Loudhouse
Get busted in the guys bathroom at
Louie's: Lauren Walkiewicz
Catch her hair on fire outside Dolan:
Karen McGuire
Get his stuffed animal, Doodles, drunk:
Kevin Piasecki
Have a couch named Stanley: Dolan
224
Rent a coach bus for her birthday:
Karen McGuire
Tell you she has perfect nipples:
Brooke Dumais
Hook up with your little sister: Dave
Catelotti
Deny being drunk: Colleen Shannon
Lose her car keys: Karen McGuire
Run a daycare at the Naut: Hercules
Jones
Call 911 on himself: Brad Olsen
Fake rabies: Paul Macchio
Be a Supreme Court judge: Carrie
Johnson
Marry her high school sweetheart: Amy
DeMatteis
Work on a cruise ship: Amy DeMatteis
Be seen in Anthropolgie: Amy
DeMatteis
Have a Movado watch for every day of
the week: Jen Silveira
Have visitors at 2am: Katie Christy
Be a rapstar's girlfriend: Heather
Rotnofsky
Move to Hoboken: Amy DeMatteis
Plan vacations for the rest of their lives:
Amy DeMatteis & Carrie Johnson
Quit nursing to become a rock star:
Amy DeMatteis
Visit every island: Amy DeMatteis
Visit every country: Carrie Johnson
Be lying on a beach: Gretchen Fiedler
Become a hotel manager in Barbados:
Heather Rotnofsky
Be up at 5am: Amy DeMatteis
Have a beirut table stolen: Fishbowl
Marry the mayor: Amy DeMatteis
Drink from the bottle: Katie Christy
& Annamarie Sorrentino
Go for a native on an island: Heather
Rotnofsky
Dance at Premiere for the rest of her
life: Christina Monteiro
Be seen at Boston Billards: Jen Silveira
& Jean Conway
Be seen at a strip club: Christina
Monteiro & Jen Sillveira
Be a salsa dancer: Francesca
Giordano
Sing Christian songs: Molly
VanderBaan
Spend her last dollar on a pocketbook
or manicure: Jaime Turner
Frighten her beirut opponents: Nicole
Sarofeen
Have a crush: Christine Patch
Have secret admirers: Giovanna
Giordano
Administer the block: Sarah Young
Suffer from severe pooplimia: Lindsay
DuBois
Get married one day and break up the
next: Rob Villani
Beat a joke to death: The High Tide
Be a closet rap star: Jen Ferrier
"Exchange an egg" in Key West: Jaime
Turner & Lindsay Dubois
Have heart to hearts with the Mayor:
Francesca Giordano & Sarah Young
Cook pasta for 45 minutes: Sarah
Young
Puke on Jose: Francesca Giordano
Ask to have her arm scratched: Suzie
McLouglin
Like learning & reading: Jen Ferrier
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Be involved with ResLife: Kathleen
McGrath
Have one room in her house dedicated
to Winnie the Pooh: Amy Liss
Smoke a carton-a-day: Senior Week
'99 Board
Playing at 3am: Guerrino Boni
End up on a milk carton: Kevin Crean
Always be sick: Sarah Young
Be blue: Lindsay DuBois
Secretly be a gremlin named Sal:
Drew Luthern
Be firmly secured up Willy's rear:
Drew Luthern
Wasted his last 3 years of college: Pat
Slocum
Wasted his senior year of college:
Drew Luthern
Become a woman destroying wino:
Jim Tabery
Be a zero without his father: Bruce
Barnett
Run over pedestrians to avoid geese:
Julie Mente
Wearing pink socks: Meg Madden
Give her number out on a matchbook
Deirdre Whorton
Have 12 kids: Meg Madden
Not start a paper until 12am: Deirdre
Whorton
Cry at the end of "Lucas": Kathleen
McGrath & Caroline Joy
Miss his first day of work: Joe
DeCamara
Get pissed off for having his name in
superlatives: Jay Martin
Have a pet beagle: Bernard Paret
Beat up someone for spilling a drink
on his leather jacket: Jay Martin
Drink all day on the job and nobody
knowing it: Greg Marlowe
Have Heidi Klum as her wallpaper:
Karen Afflnito
Get in trouble for boozing with her students: Deb Texeira
Own a mayonnaise factory: Karen
Afflnito
Marry a woman just because of her
shoes: Dave Klein
Sleep during a nuclear war: Greg
Marlowe
Never get over 80's music: Bernard
Paret
Own the Bannow food stand: Bill
Corrigan
Somehow yak all over the ceiling yet
get nothing in the bowl: Bill Corrigan
Never realize the Bon Jovi days are
over: Bill Corrigan
Have a boyfriend who will jump off a
deck: Melissa Maundrell
Save refugees: Jamie Testagrossa
Put her thong on sideways: Dana
Coppolino
Break into someone else's eclipse:
Dana Coppolino
Break someone's foot: Jane Nolan
Marry rich: Dana Coppolino
Order a cheese sandwich at a five star
restaurant: Melissa Porta
Seduce and be seduce by food: Melissa Maudrell
Have an internet boyfriend: Diana
Fusco
Go blind on an airplane: Melissa
Porta
Think she has a terminal illness: Jamie
Testagrossa
Get lost: Audrey King
Fall asleep anywhere anytime: Katie
Hurtle
Play tetris for 5 hours straight: Katie
Hurtle
Go on jeopardy: Nancy Wallace
Get beer muscles: Nancy Wallace
Cut classes: Katie Hurtle
Never miss a class: Nancy Wallace
Sleep on the floor: Audrey King
Get bounced out of a night club:
Audrey King
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Kiss a fish: Nancy Wallace
Grow up and train dolphins: Nancy
Wallace
Have ten children: Katie Hurtle
Trek through Asia: Nancy Wallace
Quit a job before she starts: Audrey
King
Pull an all-nighter just for the fun of it:
Katie Hurtle
Fall down the stairs at the library:
Audrey King
Be late on her own wedding day:
Meghan Griffin
Date an older man: Jeanne Volpitta
Be in love with Angelica from Rugrats:
Jeanne Volpitta
Ask you to pay her back for eating her
leftovers: Dori Bergamo
Talk in their own dialect: Deb Crowe
and Martha Hamel
Create the right mood: Mike Damanti
Drive the same Cadillac for 20 years:
Mike Damanti
Be the next Thelma and Louise:
Dominika Fronckiewicz and Dori
Bergamo
End up as the star attraction at a nude
beach: Global Outreach '00
Be a tour guide in Spanish countries for
groups who do not know the language:
Carrie Byrne
Be prepared for any situation, even
shaving your legs in a foreign country:
Lyda Jo Martinelli
Open her own theatre company in
which she is constantly asking the actors "What were you like?": Amy Liss
Become a nurse for only those people
who find themselves with broken limbs
in foreign countries at 9pm: Kathleen
O'Connor
Create a support group for people who
have had to wear girdles: Anne Reidy
Start his own FALSETTO singing
group: Greg Newman
Wear the pants in the relationship:
Karen Myles
Forget: Kim Greeley
Spill something on herself: Kim
Greeley
A bathroom monitor: Dana Tulotta
Love rock Dudek: Ann Marie Butler
Pick out her sweaters the night before:
Megan Griffin
Be bossy: Nicky Morin
Save every last penny: Carrie Frisoli
Never talk to anyone: Carrie Frisoli
Get a manicure: Brian Barfuss
Bake a pie: Katie McCarthy
Lose her dress: Carolyn Kenny
Fight a pole: Carolyn Kenny
Get her hand stuck in a toilet: Sarah
Young
Fall over the Orange Crush, not the
drink: Nicole Mercready
Be an INTERSTATE STALKER: Lisa
Dangler
Kiss the pavement: Beth DeYoung
Woo her men under a princess bed:
Beth DeYoung
Make th emost of the benches in Grand
Central: AnnMarie Butler
Reveal herself as the GOLDEN
STALKER: Nicole Mercready
Owns shares in Amtrak: Carolyn
Kenny
Marry a man named Tanquery: Beth
DeYoung
Marry a man named Gordon: Nicole
Mercready
Marry a man named Beefeater:
AnnMarie Butler
Support the Navy in Key West:
AnnMarie Butler
Buy a rooster just so she can kill it:
Katie McCarthy
Love em and leave em: Beth DeYoung
Leave a hair clip next to someone's bed:
Bridget Keough
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Walk down the wedding aisle to
techno music: Dominika
Fronckiewicz
Tell babysitting stories: Bridget
Keough
Mail a letter without addressing it:
Bridget Keough
Puke on her roommate: Deb
Crowe
Eat pasta with butter: Martha
Hamel
Be the master of "playin it cool":
Deb Crowe
Peel a hot dog: Martha Hamel
Hook up with a freshman:
Caroline Quilty
Park next to me at a Dave
Matthew's concert: Kevin
Parniawski
Be cute: Kevin Parniawski
Be the host of "Talk Soup":
Caroline Quilty
Plan a party: Chris Rice
Be heard saying, "Who invited
her?": Dom Kostecki
Get a coupon: Sonya Alvarez
Get a coupon redeemed on her:
Sabrina Tropeano
Look for hard liquor at TCBY:
Chrjs Rice
Say "I'm not drunk at all!":
Heather Leary
Have her bum on the Swedish:
Sonya Alvarez
Give herself a coupon: Sonya
Alvarez
Remember TH 142's toilet
problems on New Year's: Jeremy
Nappi
Remember saying "All I did was
pee!": Leanne Stone
Eat bread: Ron Castillo
Quit nursing to become a groupie
for Dave Matthews: Leanne
Stone
Throw a shoe: Sabrina Tropeano
Say "Lord, Dear Lord.": Jeremy
Nappi
Wrestle in jello: Bryan
Fitzgerald
Show up 12 hrs after the fact:
Bryan Fitzgerald
Skip graduation and go to Boston
on a dare: Mara Sullivan
Marry a guy with a scar and an
accent: Mara Sullivan
Develop an allergy to sunlight:
Joseph Ahern
Wear a kilt and play the bag pipes:
Joseph Ahern
Lead a double cyber life: Joseph
Ahern
Buy bleach by the truckload:
Eileen Leonard
Raise chickens: Eileen Leonard
Die laughing: Eileen Leonard
Stalk a boy band: Rachael Kirst
Marry a Back Street Boy: Rachael
Kirst
Be British: Tyler Roskos
Prove Fraud's Theories: Tyler
Roskos
Name his twins Gin and Tonic:
Tyler Roskos
Be the first girl bat boy for the
Mets: Anne Reidy
Be in bed before 10pm with a bag
of feed: Jenelle Grindle
Shower 47 times a day: Melanie
La Bue
Never have a home address: Jan
Sielecki
End up wit a girl ending in "ara":
Jan Sielecki
Be in the LARC during graduation:
Jan Sielecki
Never stop running: Meridith
Carey
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Always to be eating: Matt Day
Live out of his van: Greg
Newman
Never find his way out of a
basement: Willy Torres-Leon
Name his fist born Jack Daniels:
Willy Torres-Leon
Live in TH 125: Meg Einermann
Strike out in whiffle ball using a
luge bat: Greg Newman
Make a drum out of a water bottle:
Greg Newman
Be mistaken for Jesus: Mike
Rogai
Get dirty looks from nuns: Mike
Rogai
Wear false eyelashes: Melissa
Rosenblatt
Vlax out a no limit credit card:
Chris Rice
Be on "Who wants to be a Millionaire": Jeremy Nappi
Sue someone: Phil Cardillo
Order from Vinnie's Catering
Service: Heather Leary
Have a role on Saved by the Bell:
Chris Rice
Vlarried on May 19,2001:
Sabrina Tropeano
Be found in a hot tub: Dom
Kostecki
Have a million crushes even when
she's fifty: Heather Leary
Swim across the Atlantic for a
Honey Brown: Leanne Stone
Run his own TV/Movie Network:
Jeremy Nappi
Have his voice imitated: Paul
Borowitz
Say "spin my wheel of passion":
Mike Shaw
Star in Boogie Nights: Tom Fugiel
Distribute coupons: Mike
Hojnacki
Walk around with a water bottle
and a camera: Chris Rice
Be accused of being a truck driver
from Brooklyn: Sabrina
Tropeano
Be late to her own funeral:
Heather Leary
Hook up with the League of
Nations: Dom Kostecki
Drink Jack Daniels out of a plaid
flask: MattDykas
Cry if the Simpons were taken off
[he air: Sonay Alverez
Follow Guster around for the rest
af his life: Mike Shaw
Go on a beer run at 6 am: Barry
O'driscoll
Marry Tony Soprano: Vinny
Amabile
Be in the shower: Mark Albericci
Be 30 years old when he stops
playing Division I soccer:
Sebastian Wojdaska
Admit to being a spy: Sebastian
Wojdaska
Get sick on the bar: Tom Bowles
Move to St. Louis: Chris
Sheckley
Have the best pick-up lines: Chris
Sheckley
Flick lights on and off: Vinny
Amabile
Bitch about but still love the Hot
Tub: Tom Bowles
Smell like vinegar: Chris
Sheckley
Meet Dave Matthews: Tom
Bowles
MeetTigger: Nancy Searle
Save the children of the world:
Meg Costello
Eat Tuna Helper at midnight: Kim
Greelty
Get her laptop stolen: Nancy
Searle
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Always be smiling: Tom
Bowles
Become a US citizen: Nancy
Searle
Move to Africa: Kim
Greeley
Keep in touch with college
friends: Julie Stevens
Become Janet Jackson's choreographer: Lee Williams
Never have written a paper at
FU: Larry Kir wan
Travel around the world:
Patrick Lamb
Open her own museum:
Anne Reidy
Never leave the constitution
state: Jim LaCroix
Beat her record of 2 1/2:
Jamie Hudson
Go into the monestary: Matt
Day
Bring home a party favor:
Jenny Smith
Tease her way to the top:
Lindsay Steinberg
Find and marry Prince
Charming:
Francesca
Giordano
Know something about everything: Liz Cregg
Marry a FAT Cow: Susan
Kelley
Be in Key West rollin' a fatty
while sipping Yupi, saying
"Dude, what's goin' on?":
Mike Rogai
Be paid millions for scientists
to analyze the amoeba that
lives in her gastrointestinal
tract: Melissa Rosenblatt
Return to Ecuador and see a
billboard saying "Katie, I
love you, Jorge": Katie
Sullivan
Become the world champion
in Egyptian ratscrew while all
of his fans screm "We love
you Himmy!:: Jimmy
Hickey
Star in the FullMonty 2 and
ask "What expression are we
feeling now?: Global Outreach '00
Spend countless hours driving through Mass. toll booths
in search of Meredith: Jeff
McGrath
Write a documentary on
Cookie's life: Jeff McGrath
Exclaim, 'Tom, I love Tom!":
Chris Donis
Announce that he's taking a
week long trip to a random
foreign country by himself:
Chris Donis
Attend graduate school together: Annie Michaud &
Meredith Carey
Be found in the middle of the
woods with Cookie tying
sticks and stones together:
Mark Sheppard
Have graduates look back on
their senior year and say
"Geoff was a RA?": GJeoff
Marino
Be found kicking Tom
Mercurio out of her apartment while saying "Happy
Thanksgivings": Karen
Affinito
Hide in the corner and drink
a bottle of wine 20 minutes
before a company dinner:
Becky Bergden
Hear "Renye, what's up
dawg?" on her answering
machine until she's 80:
Renee Kinsch
Eat nachos grande and then
head to Dunkin Donuts for a
cup o'joe: Renee Kinsch &
Meredith Carey
Be seen running all over Fairfield: Courney Fleming &
Meredith Carey
Always be there when you
need her: Courtney Fleming
Be a Mass. Pike toll collector for the rest of her life:
Meredith Carey
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